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Abstract: 

Vie propose that color current - color currert 

interaction is responsible for small angle elastic proton proton 

scattering at asymptotic energy. Excellent fits are obtained 

for all data above 12 GeV/c which covers twelve orders of 

magnitude. 
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The nucleon - nucleon interaction is one of the most 

studied subjects i particle physics, both theoretically and 

experimentally. At low energy (< 1 GeV), the nucleon - nucleon 

interaction is known to be complex. However there is always a 

hope that at high energy the nucleon - nucleon interaction may 

become simple again in small angle scattering region. We propose 

that currents, which play a central role in electromagnetic and 

weak interaction may occupy an equally important position in 

nucleon - nucleon interaction. Specifically, the color current 

is responsible for the elastic asymptotic proton - proton 

scattering , and the flavor current is responsible for the 

decreasing energy dependent term. The S-matrix in the eikonal 

picture exponentiates to be: 

S(b,s) = exp(-2iru o'=>{j d V d 3 x j a(x)j a(x)A(x'-x)-2Ty (s) 
0 0 J 

d 3x'd 3x 

(1=1) (1=1) (1) 
j (x) j (x) A (x'-x)] 
O 0 

where j is the time component of the color current, j is the 
o o 

time component of the isovector current, and A,A are interaction 

kernels. 

Our theoretical motivations for proposing this particular 

model may be summarized as follows: (1) It is the natural quantized 
2 version of the Chou-Yang model . 

(2) QCD theory for strong 

interaction strongly suggests that color current may play a very 

important role. 

(3) The value of the eikonal 
3 picture has been demonstrated already for QED , and it has recently 

been shown to hold also for Yang-Mills Gauge theories. 
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Our particular formulation employs the following 

simplifications: 

i i . fti i : • a'i 11 . (1-0) | < p'|j o |p > = < P'|J 0 |p > = <P b 0 IP > 

• l F 7 » "u ( p , )< p > 2 \ + F

2

S ( q 2 ) £ Vi } u ( p ) 

where we have identified the color current form factors with the 

isoscalar form factors F and F 
1 2 

The 1 = 1 term makes use of the isovector form factors. 

All the form factors are well known experimentally through 

electromagnetic interaction. 

The interaction Green's function A is approximated 

by a 6 -function, <52(b - k + k'). 

The nodel makes no predicition as to the s-dependence, but 

the t-dependence is completely specified by the proton form factors. 

The color exchange term, u , is determined by the normalization 

point of the total cross section. The energy-dependent term, p (s), 

which has a phase, is fitted to data and is the only adjustable 

parameter in the theory. 

This phenomenological model is used to fit the experimental 

data ' ' for pp elastic scattering for Lab. momenta from 10 GeV/c 
3 

up to 10 GeV/c. Figures 1. and 2. show the differential cross 
sections for 12, 150, 200, 300 and 1500 GeV/c. The model provides 

good fits to all small angle data, which for ISR data includes the 
2 

region -t^lO GeV . The data extends over 12 orders of magnitude and 

the maximum deviation from experimental number is not more than 30% *1 
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in particular it is worth noting that the model reproduces the 

change of slope at -t = 1.0 GeV 2 for P. . = 12 GeV/c and the 
Lab 

nositions and magnitudes of Che dips at P . = 150 and 300 CeV/c. 
Lab 

The second dip, at -t ^ 3.5 GeV 2, is masked by the energy dependent 

term u . It is expected that if the value of u decreases like 1 1 
—r the dip will reveal itself at ISABELLE energies. If u decreases 
s* 1 
even less than l//s, a shoulder type structure will emerge. 

The Polarization Parameter can also be calculated from the 

above model- It is essentially due to the interference between 

the color current-color current and the flavor current-flavor current 

(I = 1) interaction terms. The results are shown in fig. 2. 

In calculating the numerical fit for the color current-

color current interaction the spin non-flip term is included to 

9th order but the spin flip term only to 1st order. We only include 

flavor current-flavor current interaction to the first order, so 

we cannot, at this moment, reliably predict the spin parameters, 
A and C , especially at low energy where the flavor current with a nn 
much larger spin flip term plays a more important role. 

From the success with which both differential cross section 

and polarization data are fitted, it is interesting to speculata on 

the correctness of the current-current interaction picture for proton-

proton scattering through considering the significance of the spin-

flip terra at high energy, say that achieved by the ISABELLE accelerator. 

The spin-dependent cross sections given in fig. A may be 

better examined from their formulation in terms of the Wolfenstein 
8 Parameters . 
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£ (U) = n|a-m|2 

JZ. (tt) = n(|a + m|2 - 2Rec(a - m)* + 4|c|2) 

^ ( + •) - ir(|a + m|2 + 2Rec(a - a)* + 4|c|2) 

Without a spin-flip term these cross sections are ident

ical as implied in a pure scalar theory, but they show considerable 

structure in the current - current interaction picture. 

The exact numerical values presented in fig. 4 of course 

depend sensitively on the parameters we assume and the omission of 

higher order spin-flip term. However these qualitative features 

of the three cross sections seem rather stable: For example, the 

first and second dip of mixed spin cross section — (••+), the first 
at 

dip and then the first maximum for the parallel spin cross section 
are insensitive to the exact value of the energy dependent term (y ). 

1 

The three spin correlated cross sections are approximately the same 

for [t| values smaller than the position of the first dip, but 

deviates after the occurence of the first dip. Ve hope this can 

be tested soon. 
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In conclusion, the excellent fits that we obtain seem 

to suggest that the color currents occurring in quantum chromo-

dyna:nics may indeed play a crucial role in explaining the hadron 

scattering processes in a quantitative way. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Theoretical curves for pp elastic scattering differential 

cross st-ction d.ita .-.t lab r.ionenta 12, 150 and 300 GeV/c. 

Data is from reference 2 and the total cross sections 

used to fix u were 39mb, 38ab and 39.lab respectively, o 
The values of u eaployed were 1.15, 0.15 and 0.106 CeV 2 . 

Fig. 2. Theoretical fit to pp elastic scattering differential 

cross section data at ISR energies. The fit to data at 
P, . = 200 GeV/c is included for comparison. Experimental Lab 
data is frost references 2 and 3. A total cr.>~s section of 

42.8mb was used to obtain the ISR fit, and 38.9r.b for the J 

200 GeV/c fit. The values of p used were 0.100 for ISR 
1 

and 0.110 for 200 GeV/c. 

Fig. 3. Theoretical fits to pp elastic scattering Polarization oata 

at lab momenta 12, 150 and 300 GeV/c. Note that \> and Hi 
o * 

are not free parameters. They are fixed by the total cross 

sections and differential cross sections respectively. The 

phase, $, is ->lso restricted by the differential cross 

section data. At small cross momentum phase variation can 
An 

produce a change or 15% in the theoretical fit to — . At 
at 

larger P 2 phase variation can affect the differential cross 

section by a factor of 2, and even 3 in the dip region. In 

summary: the differential cross section restricts the 

possible choice of phase and it is most encouraging that the 

phase values employed to fit differential cross section data 

are entirely consistent with the Polarization data. 

Fig. 4. Theoretical curves for spin-parallel and spin-anti- parallel 

differential cross sections at ISABELLE energy. A total 
i I 
i 
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cross section of 83.lab was used to fix u and a value 
o 

at 0.08 GeV~2 used for y . This l a t t e r value was obtained 
1 

by extrapolating the appatvut trend in i; to higher energy. 

I'hase values were determined on the assuaption that the 

same regularity observed at lower energies could be assuaed 

for very high energies. 
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